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Liu Zhijie’s face turned pale in an immediate. His business had just started as well as got on 

the best track. If he was targeted by Tang Zong, also 10 of him was no match for him. 

” Head of state Flavor, it’s me. I’m Liu Zhijie. Yet I really did not use your name to rip off 

others. I’m simply flaunting. I hope you don’t mind.” Liu Zhijie stalked Tang Zong and also 

claimed humbly. 

” You’re boasting by utilizing my name. You’re rather vibrant. Really did not anyone inform 

you what would take place if you utilize my name?” Flavor Zong coldly claimed. 

Cold sweat burst out on Liu Zhijie’s forehead. He could not wait for Jiang Wan to find out 

and obstruct the calamity. He liked her very a lot, he could not possibly sacrifice his 

company’s future for a female. 

Additionally, he recognized effectively that a gold digger like Jiang Wan can just share 

riches with him. As soon as his firm fell down, Jiang Wan would certainly desert him. 

” Head of state Tang, I’m sorry. After that, Liu Zhijie strolled up to Jiang Wan as well as 

scolded her, “Jiang Wan, say sorry to President Flavor.” 

 

If Yvonne had not been present, Jiang Wan would have said sorry to Flavor Zong a very long 

time back. And now, she could not release her self-respect. 

” Liu Zhijie, do you desire me to lose face in front of Yvonne?” Jiang Wan gnashed her teeth 

and asked in a low voice. 

” Lose face?” 

 

At once like this, also he didn’t care about face anymore, however Jiang Wan still 

appreciated that damned face! 

After being together for so long, Liu Zhijie really felt a sense of disgust for Jiang Wan for the 

very first time. 



” It’s you that talked nonsense. It’s currently an imagine me to ask you to ask forgiveness,” 

Liu Zhijie said with a tough attitude. 

Jiang Wan looked at Yvonne. She had been slapped in the face, yet if she didn’t wish to 

accept it, there was nothing else way. 

Flavor Zong was right before her, as well as considering him, it appeared that he would 

certainly still deal with Liu Zhijie. 

If Flavor Zong really targeted Liu Zhijie’s firm as a result of this issue, she would most 

definitely be unloaded by Liu Zhijie. 

It had not been easy to be with a rich person, so Jiang Wan would certainly never surrender 

the chance to be an abundant woman. 

Walking to the front of Flavor Zong, Jiang Wan reduced her head and claimed, “Head of 

state Flavor, I’m sorry. It’s for my benefit that I said you are our friend. It has nothing to do 

with Liu Zhijie.” 

” Be my good friend? Head of state Flavor stated disdainfully. 

Jiang Wan decreased her head with a savage search in her eyes. His words had entirely 

belittled her, especially before Yvonne! 

” President Flavor, I’ll enlighten her well when I get back. I’ve created you difficulty,” Liu 

Zhijie stated. 

Flavor Zong eyed Samuel and saw him nod his head somewhat. Then Tang Zong said, “You 

should think of your identification in the future. 

Allow’s forget about what occurred today. If there is a following time, you will not have the 

ability to survive in Container City.” 

Seeing Flavor Zong leave, Liu Zhijie breathed a sigh of relief and also felt his legs go weak. 

Thankfully, Flavor Zong really did not condemn him. Otherwise, he would not be able to 

bear the effects. 



Lydia ultimately discharged a sigh of alleviation and stated with a smile, “Jiang Wan, now 

you recognize the injury of boasting. 

In the future, you would certainly much better talk less of such words. Or else, it’s not good 

for you to injure others or on your own.” 

Jiang Wan’s face was gloomy. She gnashed her teeth as well as said, “Auntie Lydia, even if 

Liu Zhijie is not Tang Zong’s close friend, he is still a hundred times much better than your 

son-in-law. At least he is not a good-for-nothing.” 

” However Samuel has never ever boasted. He’s a lot far better than Liu Zhijie in this aspect.” 

It was a rare, really unusual scene! Lydia had in fact spoken up for Samuel. 

Samuel was not the just one surprised. Was Yvonne. 

Jiang Bo and Xu Fang additionally felt incredible. Lydia used to speak ill of Samuel. 

” A good-for-nothing, who doesn’t recognize just how to boast? Auntie Lydia, you have to 

treasure it. There aren’t numerous good-for-nothings like him right currently,” Jiang Wan 

claimed with a sneer. 

In the face-to-face conversation, Samuel, that was silent, was severely hurt, but he was not 

mad. It was a miracle to see Lydia speak for him. 

However, he hoped that the two could have a quarrel for a longer time as well as allow him 

see the show much more. 

It was a pity that the dramatization would eventually concern an end. Besides, they were 

family members, so it was difficult for them to create to the point where their clenched fists 

and also feet could interact. 

After the team of people left of the LV store, Jiang Wan planned to go to the following shop 

to conserve some face for her. 

” By the way, I neglected to take something.” Samuel unexpectedly said. 

The group of individuals stopped and viewed in confusion as Samuel ran right back to the 

LV store. 



” Yvonne, Samuel has mosted likely to buy you a bag,” Jiang Wan claimed with a smile. 

Obviously, even though that held true, she did not believe that Samuel would do such a 

thing. 

Was Samuel with the ability of purchasing a famous brand name bag worth tens of 

thousands of dollars? 

Yvonne looked at Samuel’s back in confusion. “Is he really going to purchase the bag?” 

Jiang Wan believed it was impossible, yet Yvonne understood that if Samuel wanted to buy 

the bag, he would most definitely have the ability to buy it. 

Samuel ran back to the counter as well as stated to the purchasing overview, “Evacuate that 

bag for me.” 

It really did not take wish for Samuel to walk out of the LV store with a fragile bag. 

Considering that the bag was within, Yvonne as well as the others could not see what he 

had bought. 

“You truly bought it? I don’t understand what sort of bad things you bought.” Jiang Wan 

sulked. She made certain Samuel had acquired the cheapest thing. 

She really did not anticipate that a good-for-nothing like him would certainly intend to save 

his face. Yet what was the factor of this kind of face? Exactly how could it be extra expensive 

than her bag which set you back 30,000 yuan? 

 


